
It mentions the eclipse coming 40 days before the Jewish calendar of Elul starts. From what I understand is what they call 

the day of atonement or  payment of sins (a.k.a "Gods judgement"). Fascinating that Gods judgement flooded the earth 

40 days and 40 nights, and Moses led His people in the wilderness for 40 years.  Also that Jesus fasted 40 days and 40 

nights wile tempted by satan. I've often mentioned the number 33 before, that how it absolutely would not leave me 

alone until I understood. Like the Highest degree in the masons is 33, the humanist manifesto you've talked about in the 

past originated in 1933 signed by 33 people , to the power going out at 2012 super bowl during the demoness Beyoncé 

halftime show for 33 minutes to the DOW dropping 33 points day before yesterday from the 33rd president launching 

the first nukes, to Clintons 33,000 emails or the passenger flight shot down over the Ukraine to entice a conflict with 

Russia at 33,000 feet to the first case of Ebola in New York a doctor age 33 and first death in America from Ebola on the 

33rd parallel ! The 33rd parallel is where Jesus proclaimed the gates of hell shall not prevail but since this proclamation 

from Jesus Satan has tried to get the gates of hell to prevail on the 33rd. For example Kennedy's assassination, trinity 

nuclear test site, bohemian grove, the Charleston 9 (3x3)killed in church , ( as above the 33rd) Nagasaki 33.3 parallel, (so 

below the 33rd) Hiroshima 33.-3 , the first Masonic temple in America , the recently M.O.A.B bomb launched under 

trump ETC ETC ETC.... A couple years back I asked God what is it with the "33" what am I missing? He said " ITS MY AGE 

WHEN THEY CRUCIFIED ME, THEY GLORIFY MY DEATH" I didn't know ... I went and  googled it .... sure enough google said 

" it was believed that Jesus was 33 when crucified", it completely broke me to know Jesus  the most precious thing that's 

ever stepped foot on earth , His torture was being praised!! So the eclipse comes on the 21st.... as above so below 

....above 21 below 12 ..... 21+12=33 ok stretching it? How about the full date? 8/21/2017.... 

8+2+1+2+0+1+7=21...21+12=33 

Or the year we were established 1776 1+7+7+6 = 21....21+12=33 but what further proves that this maybe a warning of 

Gods impending judgement and a call to repentance ,that I haven't heard from anyone else, is the eclipse enters America 

in the 33rd state and exits on the 33rd parallel !!!! Come on " are you serious "!!!! Think about that the eclipse is entering 

in the 33rd state and exiting in 33rd parallel where the day will become night just as it did when Jesus was crucified at 

age 33! With the threat of WWIII breaking out at any given time I do not think any of us should be taking this 

lightly!!  One more thing , I've tried three times to post some of this information on social media and each time I was 

blocked or taken down because my " content violated community standards "! Damn right it did, not to many 

communities can handle Truth and facts!!!  Only God knows coach but how many times did Gods people miss the 

chances, signs and warnings He gave them throughout scripture and they completely missed it?? 

 


